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From value chains to landscapes
Building “Restoration Readiness”

- Amartya Sen (1999): Development as Freedom: having the capacity to enjoy the freedom
- Kofi Annan (2006): capacity to recognise, understand, change
- Baser & Morgan (2009): Capacity to Change: engage, commit, relate, deliver, learn
Develop and test a curriculum
“Restoration Readiness” curriculum

Landscape leadership & process facilitation

- Achieving coherence in diversity
- Defining restoration pathways
- Design and develop restoration interventions
- Linking to multiple policy frameworks

Adaptive landscape learning

- Adjusting to change
- Delivering goods and services
- Building connections and relations
- Linking to multiple value chains and markets

Landscapes restored
Operationalised in Rwanda???

- A truly integrated curriculum
- Tailored to the needs of practitioners
- Institutionalised in a recognised College
- Knowledge, skills and attitudes
- Delivering a new generation of landscape restoration professionals
Murakoze cyane!